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Voting from ISS 
 

 
 

NASA astronaut Kate Rubins, who launched for ISS on 
October 14, will vote in the upcoming presidential 
election while aboard the space station. Instead of 
sending her ballot through the mail as for ground-based 
absentee voting, she will receive a secure electronic 
ballot and send it back to Mission Control, which will 
pass the completed ballot on to the county clerk. "It's 
critical to participate in our democracy," Rubins added. 
"We consider it an honor to be able to vote from space."  
Rubins voted in space before, as have a number of other 
NASA astronauts.  

Article: https://www.space.com/nasa-astronaut-kate-
rubins-vote-from-space 
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Life in Hell? 
  

 
Maybe in the clouds. In a paper published in the journal Nature Astronomy Sept. 14, a group 
of astronomers reported the discovery of phosphine in the atmosphere of Venus. The 
molecule, which on Earth is only produced biologically as far as we know, was initially detected 
with the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, a telescope that observes in the far infrared and 
microwave wavelengths in Hawaii, and later confirmed with the Atacama Large 
Millimeter/submillimeter Array in Chile. This discovery makes it more likely that NASA will 
select one of the Venus mission contenders in its next round of Discovery missions next year. 
Rocket Lab is already planning a privately funded Venus probe, to launch in 2023. ESA, Russia 
and India are also mulling over Venus mission proposals. ESA’s BepiColombo mission to 
Mercury will get a chance to look for phosphine during a couple of Venus flybys, the first of 
which occurred on October 14.  

Articles: https://spacenews.com/potential-biosignature-discovery-could-boost-
prospects-of-venus-missions/ 

https://www.space.com/venus-clouds-solar-system-possible-biognatures-mars-
enceladus.html 

https://www.space.com/rocket-lab-venus-life-hunting-mission.html 

https://www.nbcnews.com/science/science-news/well-timed-venus-flyby-looks-
signs-life-clouds-n1242933 
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First Mars, Now the Moon for UAE Robots 
  

 
The UAE aims to be the fourth nation to land on the moon. A mission to land a 10 kg. rover on 
the moon in 2024 was announced this week by the Prime Minister and ruler of Dubai, Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. The spacecraft is to be built entirely by Emirati engineers 
and researchers and has been named the Rashid Lunar Rover, after the late Rashid bin Saeed 
Al Maktoum who ruled Dubai from 1958 until 1990. "There are many scientific objectives 
behind this mission that will help us to better understand the moon," Adnan AlRais of the 
UAE's Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC) told Space.com, "but also in the long run 
to support our ultimate goal, sending humans to Mars and building settlements on Mars." 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/uae-to-develop-small-lunar-rover/ 

https://www.space.com/united-arab-emirates-announces-moon-rover-rashid 

https://newatlas.com/space/uae-mission-moon-2024/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/uae-to-develop-small-lunar-rover/
https://www.space.com/united-arab-emirates-announces-moon-rover-rashid
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Blue Origin Considers Private Space Station                                                  

 
 

Blue Origin posted a job opening September 18 for an “Orbital Habitat 

Formulation Lead” to be responsible for leading the company’s development 

of commercial space stations in LEO as a new product line. From the job 

description: “Partnering with business development professionals, you will 

develop a detailed understanding of NASA, other government, and 

commercial needs and guide the iterative development of product strategy. 

You will be accountable for capturing external and internal sponsorship 

funding to establish viable LEO destination systems in the 2020s.” 

 

Article: https://spacenews.com/blue-origin-considers-entering-

commercial-space-station-business/ 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“Rockets Are Hard” 
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So said Elon Musk in his condolence tweet to Astra, the latest new launcher to try its 
wings. The California-based company launched its first orbital test flight on September 
11, sending its 38-foot-tall Rocket 3.1 aloft from the Pacific Spaceport Complex on 
Alaska's Kodiak Island. About 30 seconds after liftoff the rocket began to drift off course, 
so launch controllers commanded an engine shutdown (the booster is so small it doesn’t 
require an onboard self-destruct). The booster exploded on impact with the ground, in a 
fireball visible to some observers on the ground. Apparently the guidance software had 
a glitch; Astra may try again with Rocket 3.2 before the end of the year. Rocket 3.1 is an 
updated version of the Rocket 3.0 vehicle with which Astra aimed to win the DARPA 
Launch Challenge responsive launch competition. That bid failed when the company was 
forced to scrub with less than a minute before launch on the final day of the 
competition March 2. 

Articles:  https://spacenews.com/astra-launch-terminated-during-first-stage-
burn/ 

https://www.space.com/astra-rocket-launch-failure-next-orbital-attempt-
2020.html 

 

https://spacenews.com/astra-launch-terminated-during-first-stage-burn/
https://spacenews.com/astra-launch-terminated-during-first-stage-burn/
https://www.space.com/astra-rocket-launch-failure-next-orbital-attempt-2020.html
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NASA Smallsat Missions Beyond Earth Orbit

 

In 2019 NASA created a new program for smallsats (weight limit 400 pounds, cost 

cap $55M), called Small Innovative Missions for Planetary Exploration, or SIMPLEx. 

Two of the first SIMPLex missions were scheduled to launch as rideshares with the 

Psyche asteroid mission in July 2022. Janus, a pair of smallsats that will explore 

two binary asteroids, recently completed both its preliminary design review and 

confirmation review. It’s still scheduled to launch with Psyche, but Escape and 

Plasma Acceleration and Dynamics Explorers (EscaPADE) will have to find a new 

ride. EscaPADE is another pair of smallsats that were to have been dropped off at 

Mars as Psyche flew by, to study how Mars’ atmosphere interacts with the solar 

wind. Now Psyche has been upgraded from a Falcon 9 to a Falcon Heavy and the 

trajectory has changed, and EscaPADE no longer fits. Good luck finding another 

rideshare any time soon… The third SIMPLEx mission is Lunar Trailblazer, a lunar 

orbiter to map water ice in 2024, flying as a secondary payload on the launch of 

NASA’s Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe (IMAP). 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/mars-smallsat-mission-bumped-from-launch/ 

https://spaceflightnow.com/2019/08/05/nasas-first-interplanetary-smallsats-may-

struggle-to-stay-under-cost-caps/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/mars-smallsat-mission-bumped-from-launch/
https://spaceflightnow.com/2019/08/05/nasas-first-interplanetary-smallsats-may-struggle-to-stay-under-cost-caps/
https://spaceflightnow.com/2019/08/05/nasas-first-interplanetary-smallsats-may-struggle-to-stay-under-cost-caps/
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Space Force Astronauts on the Moon? Maybe 

Someday                                                         

 

Will there be a time when the Space Force will deploy large numbers of astronauts on the 

moon? “No idea,” says Gen. David D. Thompson, Space Force vice chief of space operations. 

“Certainly not in my career.” 

“Today, military space activities do not extend farther than our highest-orbiting satellites. 

However, commercial investments and new technologies have the potential to expand the 

reach of vital national space interests to cislunar and beyond,” said Space Forse spokesman 

Maj. Cody Chiles. “It is the responsibility of U.S. Space Force to maintain U.S. advantages in 

space. If and when that extends beyond the GEO belt, we will go beyond as needed.” 

Meanwhile, NASA and Space Force have signed an MOU to work together in areas such as 

space policy, research, technology and the protection of the planet from asteroids, and Space 

Force personnel wanting to go to space will do so the way military personnel always have – as 

NASA astronauts. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/space-force-members-can-go-to-the-moon-if-

theyre-picked-by-nasa/ 

https://www.space.com/space-force-launch-astronauts-someday 

https://spacenews.com/nasa-affirms-partnership-with-space-force-bridenstine-

stresses-value-of-soft-power/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/space-force-members-can-go-to-the-moon-if-theyre-picked-by-nasa/
https://spacenews.com/space-force-members-can-go-to-the-moon-if-theyre-picked-by-nasa/
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Momentus Follows VG as Public Stock  
                                       

 
You probably haven’t heard much about Momentus before, but you’re likely to hear more in 

the years ahead. Since it was founded in 2017, Momentus has attracted dozens of customers 

by offering to transport satellites from the point where a large rocket drops them off in orbit 

to their desired orbital destination. Momentus plans to demonstrate that capability with its 

Vigoride orbital transfer vehicle later this year. Now it has announced it will merge with Stable 

Road Acquisition Corp., a special-purpose acquisition corporation (SPAC) created by venture 

fund Stable Road Capital. The deal will value Momentus at $1.2 billion with about $310 million 

of cash on hand. Merger with a SPAC is the route Virgin Galactic took to public stock offering, 

and other space companies may follow, seeing SPACs as a way to tap investment capital for 

quicker growth. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/momentus-deal-could-mark-new-wave-of-space-

companies-going-public/ 

https://spacenews.com/momentus-to-go-public/ 

 

 
 

 

 

https://spacenews.com/momentus-deal-could-mark-new-wave-of-space-companies-going-public/
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Company Aims for 3-D Lunar Building Construction  

                            
Austin-based startup ICON, known for 3D-printing houses here on Earth, just launched Project 

Olympus, an ambitious effort to develop a space-based construction system. They will get a 

boost from a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contract that ICON recently signed 

with the U.S. Air Force, a four-year deal is worth $14.55 million. NASA is contributing 15% of 

that amount. In the SBIR, ICON will partner with NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center to test a 

variety of processing and printing technologies using simulated lunar regolith. 

Articles: https://www.iconbuild.com/updates/icon-receives-funding-from-nasa-

and-launches-project-olympus 

https://www.space.com/moon-3d-printing-project-icon-nasa-air-force 
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Apparently, It’s For Real: Tom Cruise to Film on 
ISS 

                            

There had been rumors off and on for a long time, but Bridenstine has confirmed it in a 
tweet: Tom Cruise will be one of the first commercial passengers to ISS next year. Cruise 
(age 58), director Doug Liman (“The Bourne Identity”, age 55) and possibly an additional 
actor will travel aboard a SpaceX Crew Dragon capsule in October 2021 to make the first 
major movie ever shot in space. It does not yet have a title. This is a dedicated 
commercial passenger flight booked by Axiom Space, the same company that won the bid 
to attach a commercial module to ISS in 2024. The Crew Dragon pilot will be NASA and 
Space Shuttle veteran Michael Lopez-Alegria, who joined Axiom Space as director of 
Business Development in 2017 after retiring from NASA. 

Articles: https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/06/everything-we-know-and-
dont-about-tom-cruises-plans-to-film-a-movie-in-space/ 

https://nypost.com/2020/09/23/tom-cruise-will-film-the-first-major-movie-
from-space/  

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/tom-cruise-outer-space-movie-
elon-musk-space-x 

 

 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/06/everything-we-know-and-dont-about-tom-cruises-plans-to-film-a-movie-in-space/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/06/everything-we-know-and-dont-about-tom-cruises-plans-to-film-a-movie-in-space/
https://nypost.com/2020/09/23/tom-cruise-will-film-the-first-major-movie-from-space/
https://nypost.com/2020/09/23/tom-cruise-will-film-the-first-major-movie-from-space/
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/tom-cruise-outer-space-movie-elon-musk-space-x
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Made in Space, NASA and DARPA to Demonstrate In-
Space Construction 

 

Made In Space, the company that put 3-D printers on ISS, plans to demonstrate the use of 

additive manufacturing to create large structures in space.  In 2022 it will launch Archinaut 

One, a small satellite designed to additively manufacture and robotically integrate a large solar 

array. In-space construction will be further explored in a Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency program to deconstruct and reassemble launch hardware. Under this contrat MiS will 

take an Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle Secondary Payload Adapter that normally would 

be discarded in orbit, robotically unfurl it and create a structural backplane for a phased array 

radar. They also have a NASA contract to explore the idea of additively manufacturing in orbit 

a long boom for infrared space interferometry. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/made-in-space-national-security/ 
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Cosmetics Company to Shoot Commercial on ISS                                       

 
When Northrop Grumman’s Cygnus cargo spacecraft launched to the ISS on 

October 2, it carried 10 bottles of a face cream by Estée Lauder. The bottles will be 

photographed in the cupola of the station, with the Earth as a backdrop, and the 

company will use the images in social media campaigns. Congress favors ISS 

commercialization in principle, but pure advertising like this is causing some raised 

eyebrows. Does the $128,000 the company will pay NASA even cover launch 

costs? Phil McAlister, director of commercial spaceflight development at NASA, 

says NASA astronauts will photograph the cosmetics in the cupola, but they will 

not appear in the images. The astronauts also won’t receive any additional 

compensation for their photography. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/nasa-working-with-cosmetics-company-on-space-

station-commercialization/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/nasa-working-with-cosmetics-company-on-space-station-commercialization/
https://spacenews.com/nasa-working-with-cosmetics-company-on-space-station-commercialization/
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Apollo Film as You’ve Never Seen It Before 

 

Computer experts have fone for Apollo and Gemini film footage what Alan 
Jackson did for World War I films. In remastered movies shared online by by 
DutchSteamMachine, a YouTube channel run by a film restoration specialist 
in the Netherlands, details from lunar scenes appear as though shot by 
Steven Spielberg. They used AI to stabilize shaky footage and generate new 
frames in NASA moon landing films, and used those new frames to increase 
the the number of frames that play per second. This smoothed the motion 
and made it look more like movement in high-definition (HD) video. You’ll be 
blown away. 

 

Article with link to the Youtube channel: https://www.space.com/moon-
landing-footage-remastered.html 

 
 

 

 

https://www.space.com/moon-landing-footage-remastered.html
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He’s Still Out There 

                                         

The passengers of SpaceX’s first Falcon Heavy launch in February 2018 
Starman and his Tesla Roadster, circle the sun once every 557 Earth days. 
There’s a tracking site, whereisroadster.com. As of October 7, car and driver 
had covered nearly 1.3 billion miles (2.1 billion km), and they’d just 
completed a distant (5 million miles) flyby of Mars. They’ll likely wind up as a 
shooting star in the atmosphere of Earth or Venus sometime in the next tens 
of millions of years. 

 

Article: https://www.space.com/spacex-starman-tesla-mars-flyby 
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Brian Binnie Has a Book 

                                                           

 

Brian Binnie has written an autobiography, “The Magic and Menace of 

SpaceShipOne,” supposedly coming out this month. Final price will be $30-$50, but 

$25 preorders reserve a signed copy and flown memorabilia from SpaceShip One. 

 

Preorder from Binnie’s website: https://brianbinnie.net/order-the-book/ 

  

 

https://brianbinnie.net/order-the-book/
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That’s All Folks  
 


